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Annotated Bibliography of
Resources for Researching
Danish-American Folklife
by GREGORYHANSEN
Danish-American folklife consists of the expressions of
traditional culture that identify Americans of Danish heritage as belonging to this small ethnic group.
Encompassing a full range of expressive behavior, ranging
from building and decorating immigrant homes to crafting
intricate patterns with knitting needles, scissors, hammer
and anvil, Danish-American folklife includes any form of
knowledge or skill that is learned by observation or imitation within a community context (Hansen 1988:23).It is the
knowledge learned informally, independent of academic
instruction and institutional direction. Folklife is often
equated with folklore, and folklorists frequently divide the
subject matter of study into distinct genres for their academic inquiry. These genres include but are not limited to
narrative, folk music and dance, ritual, belief, material culture, festival, foodways, and occupational folklore. The
study of Danish-American folklife entails any form of traditional culture that reflects an individual's active construction of culture from resources that Americans of
Danish extraction brought with them during their emigration from Denmark. Looking backward to a Danish past
and moving forward in the world of the present, Danish
American folklife, represents a fusion of history and culture. Thus, to study Danish American folklife is to study
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Danish history as reflected in the everyday experiences of
Americans.
Although not totally ignored, Danish American folklife
has largely been neglected by professional folklorists.
American folklorists have written only two books on
Danish American folklife (Chrisman 1975 and Wright &
Wright 1983),and they have written only two doctoral dissertations on Danish American folklore (Paulsen 1967 and
Kerst 1989). Only a few folklorists have written scholarly
articles on Danish American folklore, and few others have
devoted any scholarly attention to the traditional stories,
folk songs, dances, folk arts, and traditional skills and
practices of Danish-American craftspeople (Cheney 1959,
Chittenden 1985,Hansen 1988;Hustvedt 1916, Lund 1975,
Kaplan, Hoover & Moore 1986, Larson 1954, Oliver 1909,
and Taylor 1918). The remaining scholarly attention to
folklore within Danish American families and communities has been offered by anthropologists, historians, sociologists, and community scholars. Little work has been
done, and the scope of Danish American folklore remains
an area wide-open for scholarly study.
This annotated bibliography was compiled to encourage academic inquiry into Danish-American folklife.
Along with the few book-length publications on DanishAmerican folklore, the bibliography consists of all of the
studies on Danish American folklore in the major professional journals used by American folklorists. This dearth
of scholarships among folklorists is augmented by the
work of other students of history and culture who work
from a range of disciplines and backgrounds. Studies by
historians provide insight into the historical circumstances
within Denmark and America that shaped life in DanishAmerican communities. Studies by sociologists and
anthropologists deal primarily with the tension many
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es experienced between balancing the dream of a betlife in America with the anguish of cutting ties of fam, community, and nation through the immigration expece. Studies by literary artists suggest non-fictional
es created by their fictional characters. Recollections
Danish immigrants present autobiographical ethnogra. that contain primary information on the history and
ture of immigrants. In these narratives, their communi' folklife provide a meaningful - if oftentime implicit
context for their everday experiences.
While the bibliography is by no means exhaustive and
annotations are sketchy, this resource is offered to proresources useful for further developing an underding of Danish culture and history in America.
· ·c articles in The Bridge are not included, for all of
workpublished within the Danish American Heritage
·ety'sjournal is potentially useful for scholarly attendevoted to identifying, documenting, and interpretDanish-American folklife.
Selected Bibliography
erson, Robert T. "The Vanishing Village of Denmark."
blished manuscript for the Wenner-Gren Foundation
Anthropological Research, 1967.An ethnographic study
maritime community that is particularly useful for comg Danish folklife to Danish-American folk culture.
e-Petersen, Margaretha. "The Holy Danes: Some
s of the Study of Religious Groups." Ethnologia
inavica(1982):105.A source useful for gaining coninformation on how religious divisions within the
eran church in Danish immigrant communities influDanishAmerican folklife.
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Barbour,FrancesM. "Some Foreign Proverbs in Southern
Illinois."MidwestFolklore
4:3(1954):161-164.Contains proverbs
that immigrantsretained from Denmark's folk tradition.
Barth, Frederik.Ethnic Groupsand Boundaries:The Social
Organizationof Culture Difference.Boston: Little, Brown,
and Company, 1969. An important anthropological study
of issues central to the study of ethnic culture.

Betsinger,Signe Tronborg."Danish Design Influences in
House and Home Furnishings in a Selected Community in
Southwest Iowa." Ph.D. dissertation at the University of
Minnesota, 1970. Although not written from a folklorist's
perspective, Betsinger' s dissertation is the major study of
Danish American vernacular architecture.

--,
Danish Immigrant Homes: Glimpses from
SouthwesternMinnesota.St. Paul: University of Minnesota,
1986. Developed from her dissertation research, this study
is particularly accessible to non-specialists.

Bille, John H. A Historyof the Danesin America.From the
transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts,
and Letters, Vol. 11, 1896. reprint ed., San Francisco: R and
E Research Associates, 1971. Essentially a history of the
Lutheran church within Danish communities, this study
should be read to understand Bille's approach to writing
about Danish history rather than for its limited value as a
study of history.

Bodholdt,Knut C. PioneerDayson theFraire.Translated by
Thorvald Hansen. Des Moines: Grand View College, 1980.
A good biographical study of immigrant life with valuable
references to Danish-American folklife.
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Hoops and Plains People:A Catalogue of Ethnic
in theHumanities:Nebraskaand SurroundingAreas.
: Nebraska Curriculum Development Center, 1976.
gh limited in Danish-American resources, this
is useful for locating resources useful for comparanishAmerican immigrant experiences with the culhistoryof other ethnic groups.

Linda Keller and Kay Mussell, eds. Ethnic and
l Foodwaysin the United States: The Performanceof
Identity.Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,
A classicstudy of ethnic food traditions.
, Thomas E. "Scandinavian Immigrant Stories."
Folklore
18:(1959):99-105.
Although limited in its analyarticlecontains important texts of a range of stories.

den, Varick A. The Danes of Yates County: The
and TraditionalArts of an Ethnic Community in the
LakesRegionof New York State. Penn Yan, NY: Yates
Arts Council, 1985. One of the few ethnographic
of the folklife of a Danish American community.

, Noel J. Ethnic Influenceon Urban Groups:The
Americans. San Francisco: R & E Research
· tes, 1975. An excellent study of continuity and
within a DanishAmerican community with partic,attentionto the affects of urbanization on the mainteof Danish traditions and social organization.

"Ethnic Persistence in an Urban Setting: Danish
·cans in the San Francisco Bay Area." Ethnicity 8:3
):256292.A follow-up study of Chrisman' s previous
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Christensen, Palle Ove. "Peasant Adaptation to Bourgeois
Culture: Class Formation and Cultural Redefinition in the
Danish Countryside." EthnologiaScandinavica(1987):98152. A study useful for understanding how the character of
Danish folk culture influenced Danish American folklife.
Christensen, James Boyd. "Function and Fun in UtahDanish Nicknames." Utah Historical Quarterly 39:1
(1971):23-29. A study of naming traditions in Danish
American communities .

.

Christensen, Thomas P. "Danish Settlement in
Minnesota." MinnesotaHistory 8 (December 1972):363-85.
A study useful for correlating settlement patterns with the
diffusion of Danish traditions in Minnesota.

__ . A Historyof the Danesin Iowa.New York: Arno Press,
1979.Although written from a historian's perspective, this
study provides useful contextual information for interpreting Danish-American folklife in Iowa.
Christianson, J. R., ed. Scandinaviansin America:Literary
Life.Decorah, IA: Smyra Literary Society, 1985. Although
this study deals more with literary culture than with traditional narratives, the articles are useful for understanding
connections between folklore and immigrant literature.
Clark, Ella. "The Mortal Who Married a Merman." JournaJ
of AmericanFolklore62:243 (1949):64-65.A study of a folkJ
tale that was, told by Danish American immigrants.
Jorgen. A Social History of Scandinavia11
Immigration,WashingtonState,1895-1910.New York: Ame

Dahlie,

Press, 1980. A useful source for placing Danish Americai
folklife in the northwest within its historical context.
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Erick. DanishBalladsand Folksongs.Trans. by Henry
er, Copenhagen and New York: Rosenkild and Bagger
the American-Scandinavian Foundation, 1967. The
text on Danish folksong. Essential reading for anyone
sted in Danish American folklife.
·elson, Larry, ed. Studies in Folkloreand Ethnicity.Los
les: California Folklore Society, 1978. An important
iy compilation of articles written by folklorists on key
blems within the study of ethnic culture.
gh, Linda. "The Study of Ethnicity in Modern
pean Ethnology." Journal of the FolkloreInstitute 12
975):113-129.An important study of ethnic folklore withits contemporary context by one of the leading folkrists.
Dundes, Alan. "Slurs International: Folk Comparison of
Ethnicity and National Character." Southern Folklore
Quarterly39 (1975):1538.Although Dundes' study contains
few specific references to Scandinavian folklore, this articleprovides a thought provoking discussion of a problematicissue within folklore.
Duus, Erling. Danish American Journey. Franklin, MA:
Gauntlet, 1971. A useful source for gaining a historical perspective for interpreting Danish American folklore.
Fangle, Esther, Ida Winckler, and Agnete Waldem
Madsen. Danish Pulled Thread Embrodiery.New York:
Dover Publications, 1977. Essentially this is a "how-to"
book on an important aspect of Danish American material
folk culture. It is useful for gaining resources to make
descriptive studies of Danish American handwork.
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Fink, Deborah Ruth. "Women's Work and Change in a
Danish Community." Ph.D. dissertation at the University
of Minnesota, 1980.Although Fink completed her study in
Denmark, her excellent descriptions and insightful conclusions are relevant to gaining an understanding of Danish
American folklife.

__
. Open Country, Iowa:Rural Women, Traditionand
Change. Albany: State University of New York Press,
1986. Although not dealing with Danish Americans, per
se, Fink's study is an excellent treatment of women's
folkiife in rural Iowa. Her conclusions about women's
culture are worth considering in relation to Danish
American folklife.
Friedman, Philip S. "The Americanization of Chicago's
Danish Community, 1850-1920." Chicago History 9:1
(1980):57-74.A source useful for studying how urbanization affects Danish American folk traditions.

___
."A Danish American Bibliography." Scandinavian
Studies 48:4 (1976):441-444.A useful reference tool for
broadening the study of Danish American folklore to
wider historical and cultural concerns.
Georges, Robert A. and Stem, Stephen. American and

Canadian Immigrant and Ethnic Folklore:An Annotated
Bibliography.
New York: Garland Press, 1982. A tool useful
for identifying studies of the folklore of a range of North
American ethnic groups.
Hale, Frederick, ed. Danes in North America. Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1984. A collection of
essays on Danish American culture and history.
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---

. "The Americanization of a Danish
onsin, 1847-1872." WisconsinMagazineof
981):202215.Discusses pressures of assimilation
anish American communities.

_.
"Danish Immigrant Disillusionment in the P~ ...,r.'
orthwest." PacificNorthwestQuarterly71:1 (1980):202215.
Discusses Danish rejection of the American Dream.

Hansen,Gregory."Identifying Danish American Folklife."
1'heBridge11:2 (1988):22-31.A field guide for researching
mntemporary Danish American folk traditions.

Hansen,Judith Friedman. We Are a Little Land:Cultural
Assumptionsin DanishEverydayLife.New York: Amo Press,
1980.A study by an American interested in typically Danish
culturalassumptions. This study is useful for comparing
Danishculture to Danish American cultural retentions.
Hansen,Thorvald,ed. DanishImmigrantArchivalListing:A
Guideto SourceMaterialsRelatedto the DanishImmigrantin
Americato beFoundin Repositories
in the UnitedStates,Canada,
andDenmark.Pella, IA: Town Crier, 1988.A source useful for
accessing primary documents for contextualizing the study
ofspecific Danish American cultural traditions.

Haukenberry,Barbara."The Diary of a Danish Immigrant:
Karl Pedersen in 1860." Soundings17 (1986):18-31.The cultural
andsocial information provides excellent material for developing interpretations of Danish American folk traditions.

Helweg, Halvdan. Den gamle smed (The Old Smith).
Translated by Edwin S. Pedersen. Solvang, CA: Viking
Press, 1984. Useful literary work for studying a traditional
occupation practiced by numerous Danish immigrants.
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Hendee, David. 1886: A Danish American Family Saga.
Omaha: Prairie Wind Books, 1986.A study of family history that includes descriptions of family folklife.
Holbek, Bengt. The Interpretationof Fairy Tales:Danish
Folklorein a EuropeanPerspective.Helsinki: Suomalainen
Tiedeakatemia, 1987. A essential text by a leading folklorist.
Houe, Paul. "Danish American Letters." Scandinavica27:1
(1988):4572.Provides means for analyzing immigrant letters for cultural and historical study.
Hubbard, Lester A. "Danish Numskull Stories." Western
Folklore19:1 (1960):56-58.A collection of the texts to Molbo
stories.
Hustvedt, S. B. BalladCriticismin Scandinaviaand Great
Britainduringthe EighteenthCentury.New York: American
Scandinavian Foundation, 1916. An important study that
shows the influence of Svend Grundtvig' s folklore
research on American folklore scholarship.
Hvidt, Kristian. Danes Go West: A Book about the
Emigration to America. Sk.0rping, Denmark: Rebild
National Park Society, 1976. An essential study by a
major contributor to DanishArrierican immigrant historiography.

__
. Flightto America:The SocialBackgroundof 300,000
DanishEmigrants.New York: Academic Press, 1975.
__

.The Westward Journey. Mankato, MN: Creative

Education, 1982.
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Einar. Danish Agriculture: Past and Present.
gen: Danish Farmers' Organizations, 1975.A source
fortracing the influence of Danish agricultural pracDanish American traditional agricultural practices.
n, Steffen Elmer, Lars Scheving, and Niels Peter
gs, eds. FromScandinaviatoAmerica:Proceedings
from
iferenceheld at Gl. Holtegaard. Odense: Odense
ity Press, 1987. This collection of papers provides
ion of key issues within scholarship on Danish
·can folklore and cultural history.
sen, Steffen Elmer. "'Emigration Fever' - The
ation of an Early Rural Emigration Tradition on
d-Falster and Mon. Three Danish Islands, c. 1830." Ph. D. disseration at the European University
·tute, Florence, Italy, 1991. One of the few doctoral distions on Danish emigration.
·, Richard N. The SocialOrganizationof Immigration.
York: Arno Press, 1980. Provides useful theoretical
pectives on issues essential for understanding Danish
erican immigrant history and culture.
plan, Anne R., Hoover, Marjorie A., and Willard B.
oore. TheMinnesotaEthnicFoodBook.St. Paul: Minnesota
· tori.calSociety Press, 1986. Contains a model study of
anishAmerican foodways in Minnesota.
rst, Catherine Hiebert. "Enlightenment, Fellowship,

andCelebration at the Danebod Folk Meeting: A DanishAmerican Grundtvigian Cultural Expression in the Spirit
of the Old Folk School." Ph. D. dissertation at George
Washington University, 1989. One of the few studies of
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Danish-American folklore written by a folklorist, this
study examines the celebration of Danish culture and history at Tyler, Minnesota's folk school.

__
. Ethnic FolklifeDissertationsFrom the United States
and Canada,1960-1980:A Selected,Annotated Bibiliography.
Publications of the American Folklife Center, no. 12.
Washington DC: Library of Congress, 1986. An excellent
source for locating academic writing on ethnic folklore by
American scholars.

Knudsen,Johannes.The Danish-American
Immigrant:Phases
of His Religionand Culture.Des Moines: Grand View College,
1950. A source useful for understanding how religion influenced Danish-American history and culture.
___
. ed. Selected Writings: N. F. S. Grundtvig.
Translated by Johannes Knudsen, Enok Mortensen, and
Ernest D. Nielsen. Fortress Press: Philadelphia, 1976.
This important translation of Bishop Grundtvig' s writing contains texts essential for understanding his interest in folklife.

Kruse, Baldwin. Paradiseon the Prairie:NebraskaSettlers'
Stories.Lincoln, NE: Paradise Publishing, 1986.The collection
of narratives in this volume can be seen as indigeneous ethnographies that contain ample desoiptions of folk culture.

Larsen,Birgit Flemming and Henning Bender: Danish
Emigration to the U. S. A. Aalborg, Denmark: Danes
Worldwide Archives, 1992. The important study of Danish
immigration. This volume also contains a particularly
strong bibliography useful for developing a broad understanding of Danish American history and culture.
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n, Mildred. "Danish Lore in Denmark and at Troy,N.Y."
YorkFolkloreQuarterly10:3 (1954):266-273.An excellent
'ptive study of Danish American folktraditions in New
k state. Despite Larson's limited analysis, she presents a col·on of useful texts and offers interpretive commentary.
d, Jens. "The Legend of the King and the Star." Indiana
olklore7:1-2 (1975):1-37.A stellar study of a Danish legend
Id within Danish American communities. This essay is a
odel for completing a study of a folk narrative.

---

. Review of Danish Settlements on the Canadian
riiries:Folk Traditions, Immigrant Experiences,and Local
istory,by Frank M. Paulsen. Journalof American Folklore
:362(1978):971-974. An insightful review that offers perctives useful for studying Danish American traditions.

undsgaarde, Henry P. "Differential Assimilation and the
erpetuation of Subcultural Goals: A Pilot Study of a
anish American Village in California." Acta Sociologica
7:1
1963):1 -18. A sociological study of Solvang useful for
examining the tension between ethnic identification and
assimilation.
MacHaffe, Ingeborg Nielsen. Danish in Portland: 18821982.Tigard, Oregon: Skribent Press, 1982. A source useful
r studying Danish history in Oregon.
Mackintosh, Jette. "Ethnic Patterns in Danish Immigrant
Agriculture: A Study of Audubon and Shelby Counties,
owa." Agricultural History 64:4 (1988):59-77. This social
historian's study provides useful conclusions essential for
mntextualizing the study of Danish American agricultural
aditions.
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__
. '"Little Denmark' on the Praire: A Study of the
Towns of Elk Hom and Kimballton in Iowa." Journalof
American Ethnic History 7:2 (1988):46-68. Although
Mackintosh makes limited reference to Danish American
folklife, this study provides an important discussion of the
social history of the nation's largest rural Danish American
community.
___
. "Migration and Mobility Among Danish Settlers
in Southwest Iowa." Journalof HistoricalGeography17:2
(1991):165-189.This study is useful for examining the diffusion of Danish American folklife in relation to migration
and settlement patterns.
Matteson, Edith M. "Danish Settlement in Nebraska,
1880-1900."Masters thesis at the University of Nebraska,
1985. One of the few studies of Danes in Nebraska,
Matteson' s thesis provides important historical and cultural information necessary for studying Danish folklife in
Nebraska within its historical context.
McDonald, Julie Jensen. Amalie's Story. Montezuma, IA:
Sutherland Publishing, 1970.The first of a trilogy of Danish
immigrant novels, this a useful and enjoyable resource for
investigating literary' s artists use of folklore.

__

.Petra.Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1978.Part

two of Julie Jensen McDonald's immigrant novel trilogy.

__

. TheSailingOut. Ames: Iowa State University Press,

1982. The final novel within the trilogy.
Mortensen, Enok. A DanishBoyhood.Lincoln, Neb.: Word
Services Publishing Company, 1981. An excellent example
of autobiographical ethnography.
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.The Danish Lutheran Church in American: The
ory and Heritage of the American EvangelicalLutheran
urch. Philadelphia: Board of Publication, Lutheran
urchin America, 1967. An excellent study of religious
ory that is essential for understanding how religion
uenced the character of Danish American folklore in

. Schoolsfor Life:TheGrundtvigianFolkSchoolsin America.
lvang, CA: Danish-American Heritage Society,1977. A
ghtful treatment of Grundtvig's involvement in educareform and its history within American communities.

..,

ielsen, Alfred. C. Life in an American Denmark. Des
oines: Grand View College, 1962. An autobiographical
ography told by an author who experienced Danish
erican folklife through direct participation within an
,mi' grant community.

ielsen, Edith. ScandinavianEmbroidery:Past and Present.
NewYork:Charles Scribners Sons, 1978.A study of the history of Danish fancywork, Nielsen's important book is a
;useful resource for identifying and describing a Danish
American folk art.
Nielsen, John Mark. "Kristian 0stergaard's 'A Merchant's
House': A Novel of Danish Immigrant Life in Early
Omaha, Nebraska." -Ph.D. dissertation at the University
of Nebraska, 1988. One of the few translations of Danish
ethnic literature, Nielsen's study of Ostergaard' s novel
includes an excellent analysis of the work's themes. His
translation and scholarship is particularly useful for
studying folklore within literature.
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Norman, Hans and Harald Runblom. Transatlantic

Connections: Nordic Migration to the New World after
1800. Oslo: Norwegian University Press, 1988. A history of Scandinavian immigration to America written by
Scandinavians
ed. Passing Time and Traditions:
ContemporaryIowa Folk Artists. Des Moines: Iowa Arts
Council, 1984. A study of contemporary forms of folklife in Iowa including references to Danish American
traditional culture.
Ohrn, Steven,

Oliver, Thomas Edward. "Some Analogues of Maistre
Pierre Pathelin." Journal of American Folklore 22:87
(1909):395430.Oliver's work is possibly the earliest study
of a Danish folktale by an American folklorist. Oliver's
conclusions about the origin and diffusion of the tale are
more than academically suspect, but the work provides an
excellent example of the use of the historical-geographical
method of folkloristic scholarship, an approach to the
study of folklore that is rarely used by contemporary folklorists.
Orr,William J."Danish Pioneers on the Nebraska Prairie:
Recollections of Peter Ebbesen." Nebraska History 64
(1983):96-127.A study of the autobiographical ethnographic stories of a Danish American.
Parker, N. Howe. Iowa As It Is in 1855: A Gazeteerfor
Citizensand a Hand-bookfor Emigrants.Chicago: Keen and
Lee, 1855. An excellent historical document useful for
understanding how the Dream of American was fostered
within Danish communities.
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Paulsen, Frank Martin. "Danish American Folk
Traditions: A Study in Fading Survivals." Ph. D disseration, Indiana University, 1967. The first doctoral dissertation written on Danish American folklore. Although his
theory of cultural survivals is limited, Paulsen's approach
is appropriate to his topic and research interests, and this
study contains significant texts of Danish American folk
narratives .

. Danish Settlementson the CanadianPrairies:Folk
-Traditions, Immigrant Experiences, and Local History.
National Museum of Man, Mercury Series, Canadian
Centre for Folk Cultural Studies, Paper No. 11. Ottawa:
National Museum of Canada, 1974. A study of Danish
folklore in Canada.
Paredes, Americo "On Ethnographic Work Among
Minority Groups: A Folklorist's Perspective." New
Scholar6 (1977):1-32. One of the leading scholars of ethnic folkore offers useful perspectives for working with
ethnic groups.
Rasmussen, H., ed. Dansk Folkemuseumand Frilandmuseet,
History and Activities. Copenhagen: Glydendal, 1966. This
description of the relation between museums and folklife
studies in Denmark, provides useful perspectives that can
be adapted to the study and display of Danish American
folklore.
Regan, Ann. "The Danes," in They Chose Minnesota:A
Survey of the State's Ethnic Groups. ed. June Drenning
Holmquist. St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society, 1984. A
good, succinct study of Danish immigration into
Minnesota.
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Reich, Wendy. "The Use of Folklore in Revitalization
Movements." Folklore82 (1971):157-175.Reich's study discusses key issues within movements designed to revitalize
folk traditions within a range of communities. Her discussion is particularly relevant to gaining an understanding
of dynamics involved in the preservation and perpetuation of Danish American folklore.
Rossel, Sven. "The Image of the United States in Danish
Literature." Scandinavica25:1 (1986):49-62.An article useful for examining how American are represented within
Danish literature, Rossel's study provides a foil for comparing Americans' images of Danes.
Royce, Anya Peterson. Ethnic Identity: Strategies of
Diversity. Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1982. An important study of factors supporting an
interest in ethnic identity written by an American
folklorist.
Schroeder, Carol L. A Bibliographyof Danish Literature

in English Translation 1950-1980 with a Selection of
Books about Denmark. Copenhagen: Det Danske
Selskab, 1982. A resource useful for contextualizing
Danish-American folklore through the use of literary
sources.
Skaardal, Dorothy Burton. TheDividedHeart:Scandinavian
Immigrant Experiencethrough Literary Sources. Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1974. Although Skaardal
does not specifically discuss folklore, she provides means
for using literary sources to understand Danish American
culture. Her conclusions are worth examining in relation
to Danish American folklife.
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nsen, Jacquelynn. "Kierkegaard, Grundtvig, and
· h Literature in the Plains." Ph.D. dissertation at the
·versity of Nebraska, 1984. Another of the few dissertaon Danish American culture, Sorensen's study proes useful historical information on immigration as well
a discussion of the influence of Danish literature on the
·c communities.
, Stephen. "Ethnic Folklore and the Folklore of
'city." Western Folklore36 (1977):7-32.An important
'de that provides a distinction useful for classifying
'sh American folklore.
m, Stephen and John Allan Cicala, eds. Creative
'nicity:Symbolsand Strategiesof ContemporaryEthnicLife.
gan: Utah State University Press, 1991. A classic study
folkorists, this compilation provides insight into ethnic
il<lifeas well as a means for accessing scholarship on
·c folklore written by social scientists.
tewart, Susan. On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature,
e Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection. Baltimore:
hns Hopkins University Press, 1984. An important
udy of the role of storytelling on memory culture,
tewart' s insights are particularly important for gaing an understanding of the connection between heiroms and narrative.
teen, Marianne. Harmonien: An Ethnohistorical
iolinguisticAnalysis of a Danish-AmericanOrganization.
dense University Studies in History and Social Sciences,
ol. 168. Odense, Denmark: Odense University Press,
993. A study by a Danish anthropologist who examines
e within a DanishAmerican social club.
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Taylor, Archer. "An Old-World Tale from Minnesota.•
Journalof AmericanFolklore31:122 (1918):555-556.Taylor'
article is the first study in which an American folklo ·
analyzes a Danish folktale told in America. Althou
Danish American folklore has been largely ignored
scholars, it is significant to note that one of the major earl
folklorists devoted some interest to the subject.

Themstrom,Stephen,ed. HarvardEncyclopedia
ofAmeri
EthnicGroups.Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1980.
An excellent reference source for information on et
groups in Am e rica.

·

Thomas,F.Richard,ed. Americansin Denmark:Compar1·,,:mH
III
of TwoCulturesby Writers,Artists, and Teachers.
Carbondal
Southern Illinois University Press, 1990. A useful compila-i
tion of articles that provides lines of inquiry useful
developing interpretations of Danish American folklore.

Thompson, Bryan. Cultural Ties as Determinants
ImmigrantSettlementin UrbanAreas.New York: Arno Press,
1980. A consideration of the influence of urban life on t
maintenance of ethnic communities.

Trolle-Steenstrup,H. When I Was a Boy in Denmark.
Boston: Lothrop, Lee and Shephard Co., 1923. This example of autobiographical ethnography contains excellent
descriptions of folklife written by a non-specialist.

Upton,Dell, ed. America'sArchitecturalRoots:EthnicGroups
that BuiltAmerica.Washington, DC: The Preservation Pres.,
(National Trust for Historic Preservation}, 1986. A good reference source, this volume includes some examples of
Danish American vernacular architecture.
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tkins, Donald K. "Danes and Danish on the Great
· s: Some Sociolinguistic Aspects," in Languages in
tjlict:Linguistic Acculturation on the Great Plains. Paul
ch, ed. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979.A
discussion of relationships between Danish identifition and linguistic traditions .
eeler, Thomas C., ed. The Immigrant Experience:The
~ish of Becoming an American. New York: Penguin
ks, 1977. The volume offers a critique of the Horatio
er story as applied to immigrant life.
·snant, David E. All That Is Native and Fine:The Politics
Culturein an AmericanRegion.Chapel Hill: University of
rth Carolina Press, 1983. Although Whisnant' s study is
· ed to folk schools in Anglo communities in the
ppalachians, he makes reference to wealthy New
glanders' interests in the Danish model of folk high
ooJs advocated by Grundtvig .
ilden, Albin. "Scandinavian Folklore and Immigrant
ads." Bulletin of the American Institute of SwedishArts,
'teratureand Sciencen.s. 2:1 (1947):2-44.An essential col.on of texts of Scandinavian-American folksongs.
mther, Sophus Keith. Take All to Nebraska. Lincoln:
niversity of Nebraska Press, 1936.An immigrant novel that
vides useful material for studying folklore in literature.
'ght, Rochelle and Robert L. Wright. Danish Emigrant
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